BUILD
BOOK
ARIEL

"KISS THE GIRL" DRESS, THE
LITTLE MERMAID, 1989

PRESENTATION

Ariel was my very first cosplay, in her mermaid form, and so after 5 years,
I thought it was time to revisit her. Before Frozen came out, Ariel was my
favourite Disney princess, so bringing her to life still means a lot to me.
While this cosplay is simplistic, it was mostly used as a proof of concept
for some shaping ideas I have been dreaming up, such as the circle skirt
and a top-down blouse with a circular neckline in preparation for my
Mirabel cosplay.
I began working on this cosplay on the 5th April 2021 and completed it on
the 2nd of May 2021.

MATERIALS

BLOUSE - CORSET

SKIRT - BOW

Brand :

Brand :

Ice Yarns Baby Summer

Ice Yarns Saver

DK

Fiber Content :

Fiber Content :

100% Dralon Acrylic

50% Cotton, 50% Acrylic

Colours :

Colours :

Turquoise

Light blue, black

Weight :

Weight :

200 gr. / 7.05 oz. per

50 gr. / 1.76 oz. per ball

ball

Yarn Thickness :

Yarn Thickness :

3 Light: DK, Light,

4 Medium: Worsted,

Worsted

Afghan, Aran

Price per ball :

Price per ball :

1.25 USD

3.49 USD

MAKING THE OUTFIT

I started with the blouse, first making a circle that fit around

Once the bow was made, I knew I could put all the rest of this

my neck and over my shoulders, and then built the piece

yarn towards the skirt.

downwards. The result is a very deep scoop neck which gives

I made the skirt purely circular. Often, in crochet, a hexagon

the desired renaissance feel to it.

or octogon is treated like a circle. In this case, I spread my

I then moved on to the front-lacing corset, using the same

increases evenly throughout, making it a hexadecagon (and

measurements as for my previous back lacing corset, except

even closer to a circle). I increased on every row, meaning the

reversing the direction.

piece grew constantly, but this was in order to create the

As yarn on yarn can be pretty slippery, for the final look I

perfect princess twirl.

sewed the back of the corset to the blouse to prevent slipping.

To add the frills, I worked on row of the skirt in one loop only,

I then quickly worked up the bow. as it used the same yarn as

and worked the frills in the other, so they would not show

the skirt, I wanted to make sure I would have enough for both.

through.

STYLING THE WIG

This was my second and notably more successful time styling an Ariel wig. I was terrified of teasing before, as I was afraid of damaging the
wig - but I took the plunge and it was so worth it!
Unfortunately, the intense Icelandic wind at the photoshoot didn't do it any favours.

TIME TAKEN

Bow
2 hours

Wig
(self-styled)
2 hours

Blouse
29 hours

Corset
10 hours

Skirt
41 hours

Total
84 hours

More information can be found at transatlantic-crochet.com/arial-ktg
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